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Abstract. Thin sections from human breast biopsies were employed to perform a differential analysis of the ultrasound spectral
responses from invasive ductal carcinoma and normal tissue. A non-destructive testing methodology was employed, yielding
the reflection coefficients as function of frequency in the clinical ultrasound range. The spectral responses were simulated both
in the context of continuum and nano-biomechanics, with the objective of quantifying the physical properties that determine
the differences in the spectral signature of normal vs. malignant tissue. The properties that were employed for the theoretical
reconstruction of the spectra were: the density, the continuum and the nanomechanical elastic constants, and the nanomechanical
theory internodal distance. The latter is a measure of the depth-of-penetration of mechanical actions between contiguous tissue
elements. Together with vectorial descriptors of the tissue spatial arrangement, the internodal distance variable affords the
quantitative incorporation of tissue architectural data in the theoretical model.
In this paper, the validity of the nanomechanical approach to tissue characterization is discussed, and its potential extensions to
biomolecular marker-based cancer diagnostics and therapeutics are considered.
Keywords: Invasive ductal carcinoma, nanomechanics, physical properties of tissue, cancer markers, tissue microstructure,
ultrasound, biomechanics

1. Introduction
In the search for new and more powerful cancer signatures that will enable effective early detection, definitive diagnosis and strategic treatment design, biomolecular markers are justifiably attracting substantial attention [1]. At the current state, however, there remain significant barriers to the application of molecular biomarkers to cancer screening [2]. For example, biomarkers are usually not conveniently avail∗ Address
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able through non-invasive examination, except through
sources such as blood [3], urine [4], or fluids containing exfoliated cells [5,6]. Consensus is solidifying behind the identification of three major challenges, to
the development of technologies that will allow for the
biomarker-regulated management of disease, proliferative and otherwise, in the ambulatory population [7]:
1) The identification of clinically effective biomarkers
for broad classes of pathologies; 2) The establishment
of biofouling-resistant, long-term implantable biosensing technology; and 3) The development of ‘smart’ delivery system for biopharmaceuticals and other therapeutic molecules. The problem of the biofouling of
biomarkers-sensing surfaces in implants, and the associated rapid loss of function, are especially concerning,
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in view of the fact that, despite promising recent advances [8], the development of permanent, implantable
biosensing technologies has proven to be particularly
elusive. On these grounds, attention was recommended
to the pursuits of ‘biofouling-insensitive’ new marker
sensing technologies [7].
Biomarkers and biochemical information represent
but one category of cancer “signatures” that could be
utilized for early detection, diagnosis and treatment.
Cancer, obviously, manifests itself at scales other than
the molecular: Cell morphology and the spatial arrangements of cells and tissue carry information that
is routinely used by pathologists to diagnose cancer.
Most of the current imaging modalities for noninvasive early detection of cancer are based on information
at the tissue and organ scales. Conventional imaging
technologies such as X-ray CT or ultrasound utilize the
contrast in physical properties such as density or acoustical impedance to produce images that are indicative of
suspicious regions. Potential advantages offered by the
mapping and imaging of magnetic, thermal, electrical,
and optical properties are being actively investigated in
the context of early breast cancer diagnostics [9].
Of particular relevance to the approach that is presented in this article is the investigation on tissue mechanical properties, or tissue elasticity [10,11]. An
example of this type of properties is the stiffness of
the tissue, e.g., Young’s modulus, which could be several folds higher in malignant deposits than in normal
tissue [12]. The underlying hypothesis of these approaches is that malignant diseases could be identified
through variations in physical properties at the tissue or
organ level, and their influence on the images they generate by way of different modalities. This methodology
bypasses the issue of fouling, but suffers the drawbacks
of resolutions typically not compatible with the cellular and molecular scales. Furthermore, precise quantitative information on the physical properties of the
tested biological domains is difficult to obtain by conventional imaging modalities. Recourse may be made,
at best, to gray-scale quantitations that are indicative
of differences in agglomerate properties, but these do
not offer information on the properties themselves, at
molecular or cellular scales.
To clarify the point, reference is made to medical
ultrasound imaging, in which variations of a complex
combination of tissue density and elastic constants result is observable domain contours. Yet, from these it
is not possible to reconstruct the local values of these
physical variables, and thus the opportunity for the exploitation of these variables as markers of disease is

lost. Quantitative measurements of ultrasound propagation velocities and reflections are however possible,
and have indeed been used with great success for the
non-destructive testing of engineering structures, and
the determination of their material properties [13].
A major problem in the translation of this potentially beneficial approach to biomedicine is the fact that
appropriate theoretical models must be applied, to allow for the reconstruction of the appropriate physical
properties from measured ultrasound propagation data.
In particular, the conventional mechanics of solids, including biological domains, is based on a continuum
representation [14], that is one that postulates the existence of a typical dimension or Representative Volume Element (RVE) below which matter may be assumed to be continuous and fully homogeneous. On
these foundations, mechanical phenomena may then be
conveniently and successfully represented in a differential equation format. This extraordinarily successful
modeling strategy, however, breaks down anytime it is
not possible to establish a continuum RVE ¤C which is
the case when phenomena are examined, that happen
on a length scale at which the discrete, inhomogeneous
nature of matter is evident, as frequently happens in biology. Approaches were developed, that attempt to address these concern by representing complex composite
domains as continua with continuum inclusions [15].
These theories, which were collectively given the name
“micromechanics” in the scientific literature, still suffer from the limitation that they do not incorporate the
discrete nature of matter, while remaining computationally manageable at domain sizes that are currently
not negotiable with lattice dynamics [16], ab-initio approaches or molecular dynamics [17]. To distinguish
from micromechanics, the name “nanomechanics” has
been employed to denote an approach [18] that represents matter as a discrete set of points at finite distances,
as small as the nanometer range, if necessary – that is,
the dimensional range at which the discrete nature of
matter may no longer be ignored, no matter what the
application.
In this paper, we comparatively employ the methods
of continuum mechanics and nanomechanics to reconstruct the physical properties of tissue sections obtained
from human breast biopsies. The objectives of the
study include proposing a test methodology that may
be of aid in the practice of pathology, and contributing
to the understanding of the boundaries of applicability of continuum and nano-mechanics in quantitative
tissue characterization. Speculative extensions of the
described quantitative ultrasound method to minimally
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Fig. 1. The ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation system for tissue analysis.

invasive, early-detection and screening practices, are
also discussed. The construction of a database for differentiating normal and malignant tissue from quantitative ultrasound testing is under development, but is
not the focus of this paper.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Experimental protocol
Breast tissue with invasive ductal carcinoma and its
normal controls from six patients were procured as
frozen blocks through the CHTN (Cooperative Human
Tissue Network) at the Ohio State University. The
frozen blocks were cut to thin sections (about 150 µm)
using a cryostat microtome. The tissue sections were
then mounted between two thick glass slides (about
3 mm) to make a sandwich structure for the ultrasonic
examination. The density of the glass was calculated
from the direct measurement of its mass and volume.
The longitudinal and shear ultrasonic wave speeds in
the glass were measured using standard time-of-flight
method [19].
The experimental setup (shown in Fig. 1) was an immersion type non-destructive evaluation system, where
the tissue sandwich structures were placed in water during the measurement. The ultrasonic system was composed of three unfocused broadband transducers (Panametrics, central frequency 10 MHz, diameter 12 inch),
a set of pulser/receiver (Panametrics, 5052PR), and

a waveform digitizer (SignaTec, PDA500M, sampling
rate 125 MHz). A computer with a graphic user interface was connected to the ultrasonic system for realtime data acquisition and pre-processing. The reflection spectra were generated from the reflected pulses
using a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) algorithm
that was built into the interface software. The computer
also controlled an XYZ translation system (Velmax 86)
in which the transducers were mounted.
The vertical and horizontal positions of the transducers were adjusted before each measurement to ensure
that the incident ultrasound beams were centered at the
tissue plane. Longitudinal plane waves were applied
at a 17◦ angle with respect to the perpendicular direction against the sample surface. This angle was chosen
to maximize the measurement sensitivity [13]. Multiple reflections were collected by a receiver transducer
placed at the same angle but the other side of the perpendicular line. Three measurements were performed
on each sample to reduce operator error.
2.2. Mechanical models
Two theoretical models, one employing nanomechanics, the other based on conventional continuum
mechanics, were constructed to comparatively interpret experimental data, and examine the differences between the responses of the normal and malignant tissues. The models were built to simulate the wave propagation and quantitatively correlate the response of the
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Fig. 2. A: The schematics of waves existing in the sandwich structure upon plan ultrasound incidence; B: Discrete representation of the tissue
layer in the nanomechanics model.

tissue samples (the reflection spectra) to the physical
properties of the tissue.
The construction of both models is briefly presented
herein. Additional information on the nanomechanical
analysis may be found in [20].
To construct the theoretical models, displacements
were assumed to be in the forms:
u(i) = Ai exp
(iki (x1 sin θi − x2 cos θi − ci t))

(1)

where u(i) is the displacement of the ith wave, A i
is the amplitude of the displacement, k i is the wave
number, θ i is the propagation angle with respect to the
perpendicular direction, and c i is the wave speed.
These forms of the displacements automatically satisfy the respective wave equations in both the continuum and nanomechanical models. Thus, they represent
a complete solution, if the appropriate boundary and
continuity conditions are met. For the present case,

these conditions are derived from the model represented
in Fig. 2.
Assuming the mechanical bonds between the glass
and the tissue are perfect, the following continuity conditions at each interface are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The continuity of the normal displacement;
The continuity of the normal stress;
The continuity of the shear displacement;
The continuity of the shear stress.

Imposing these conditions, a system of linear equations was obtained, from which the unknown magnitudes of wave displacements u (i) were solved for.
The reflection/transmission coefficients, which were
defined as the ratios of magnitudes of the reflection/
transmission wave over the incident wave, were computed as follows:
Rs (f ) = MR (f )/MI (f )

(2)

where Rs (f ) is the reflection/transmission coefficient
at frequency f , M R (f ) is the magnitude of the re-
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τ2

flection/transmission at frequency f , and M I (f ) is the
magnitude of the incidence at frequency f . A MatLab
program was created to give numerical solutions for the
reflection coefficients at any frequency, given that the
physical properties of the glass were known and those
of the tissue were arbitrarily specified.
The reflection spectrum was generated by computing the reflection coefficients for multiple frequencies
within a certain range, which was therefore a function
of the specific set of physical properties of the tissue.
In the continuum mechanics model, both the layers
of the glass and the tissue were assumed to be isotropic
and elastic continua. In the nanomechanics model, the
thin layer of tissue was represented as discrete nodes
(as shown in Fig. 2(B)), while the glass layers remained
as continua for simplicity. A spatial arrangement of the
nodes was chosen to yield a three dimensional isotropic
medium at the macro scale [21]. Within this micro architecture, each node relates to six other nodes at each
octant as shown in Fig. 3. Micro level physical properties including the internodal distance η, the orientation
vector τ and the micro elastic constants A αβ were specified for each pair of nodes (named as doublets). The
reflection spectra in nanomechanics were thus obtained
by specifying the micro level physical properties of the
tissue layer.

Fig. 3. The spatial arrangement of discrete nodes in the nanomechanics model. Six doublets are shown in the figure: a-b1, a-b2, a-b3,
a-b4, a-b5 and a-b6. The distance between the nodes is exampled
by η1 for doublet a-b1. In this study, all internodal distances are
assumed to be same. The orientations of the nodes are specified by
unit vectors τ 1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 , τ5 and τ6 . The micro elastic constants
are represented by a matrix of Aαβ with examples of A11 , A12 and
A13 shown in the figure.

2.3. Reconstruction algorithm

3. Results

An inverse algorithm was applied to reconstruct the
quantitative information on each parameter of the tissue properties, for both the continuum- and the nanomechanics based models. These parameters include
density, Young’s modulus and shear modulus for continuum model; and density, micro elastic constants, and
internodal distance, for nanomechanics. A least square
minimization method was employed to search for the
optimally estimated values on the parameters by solving:

With the current settings, both the time domain and
the frequency domain reflections were obtained from
a few human breast tissue samples. Figure 3 shows
the reflection spectra from three malignant breast tissue sections (invasive ductal carcinoma) and the three
normal controls from the same patient.
The results of the reconstructed parameters and their
statistical analysis are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

m

minn

xi ∈R

1 e
(|Ri | − |Ris |)2
2 i=1

τ4

b2

τ6

A22
A33

b3

a

τ3

A11
η1

b1

τ5
τ1

4. Discussion
(3)

where xi ’s are the reconstructed parameters, n is the
number of the parameters to be found, m is the number
of data points at different frequencies, and R e and Rs
are the experimental reflection coefficients and simulated reflection coefficients, respectively.
A two-tailed, unequal variance, student T-test was
performed on the reconstructed values to test whether
there was difference between normal and malignant
tissue.

Figure 4 shows that the reflection spectra (and, therefore, the mechanical responses) from invasive ductal
carcinoma tissue and normal tissue are observably different. For example, the location of the minima, the
distance between the two minima, and the depth of
the minima are different for the two tissue categories.
The very fact that differential mechanical responses are
found may suffice for diagnostic and prognostic purposes. However, in order to obtain quantitative information on the physical properties of the tissue, it is nec-
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Table 1
Reconstructed values of the physical properties including density ρ, Young’s
modulus E and shear modulus µ of tissue from the theoretical framework of
continuum mechanics

ρ (g/cm3 )
E (Gpa)
µ (Gpa)

Malignant
Mean (n = 3)
SD
0.9796
0.0788
0.1304
0.0214
0.0438
0.0072

essary to further interpret the data, employing appropriate theoretical frameworks. To proceed with a differential analysis of continuum and nano-mechanics,
and their respective merits in the present context, both
approaches are now briefly reviewed, in their essential
elements.
In continuum mechanics, the propagation of plane
elastic longitudinal and shear waves are governed by
the following equations, respectively:
(λ + 2µ)

∂2u
∂2u
=ρ 2
2
∂x
∂t

(4)

∂2u
∂2u
=
ρ
(5)
∂x2
∂t2
where x is the axis along the direction of wave propagation, u is the displacement, and λ and µ are Lame’s
elasticity constants. In continuum mechanics, the most
general isotropic material has two independent elastic
properties. Young’ s modulus E, can be obtained from
λ and µ.
The governing equations of the theory of nanomechanics are introduced in its simplest multi-scale variant, which corresponds to the case of node-level, axial
only, linear elasticity. More general versions of the
theory can be found in [18].
In the linear elastic context, the node-level properties
relating axial stress and strain are:

Aαβ εβ
(6)
pα =
µ

β

where pα is the overall nodal stress in the α-doublet,
and εβ is the axial nodal strain associated with βdoublet, Aαβ is the micromodulus between nodes α
and β. Thus, Aαβ ’s are the node-level counterparts of
Lame’s constants in continuum mechanics.
The strain in the α-doublet is computed as follows:
εα =

3

i,j=1

ταi ταj

∂ui
∂xj

3

∂ 2 ui
1
+ ηα
ταi ταj ταk
2
∂xj ∂xk
i,j,k=1

(7)

Normal
Mean (n = 3)
SD
0.8728
0.0469
0.1135
0.0449
0.0381
0.0152

T Test
P values
0.1298
0.5975
0.6046

where εα is the nodal strain associated with node α, τ ’s
are the direction cosines of the unit vectors connecting
two nodes, u 1 is the displacement at x1 direction, u 2 is
the displacement at x2 direction, and η α is the internal
distance associated with node α. This distance may be
interpreted as the effective radius of penetration of the
mechanical contact forcing along the α-node direction.
Nanomechanics affords the expression of the macro
(continuum) stresses in terms of micro stresses and architecture. This feature is crucial for the analysis of
tissue microstructural characteristics based on information measured at the macro-level. The transition
relationship is:

n 

∂pα
η
ταi ταj pα − ταi ταj ταk
(8)
σij =
2
∂xk
α=1
where σij is the symmetric, second-rank continuum
stress tensor.
The governing equation for the propagation of elastic
plane waves also takes a different format compared to
that under continuum mechanics. We present here the
non-scale wave equation, which is completely equivalent to continuum mechanics, and the presently employed scaling variant:
For scale 1,
n 
n


Aαβ ταi ταj τβk τβl

α=1 β=1

For scale 2,
n 
n

α=1 β=1

∂ 2 uk
∂ 2 ui
= ρ 2 (9)
∂xl ∂xj
∂t


Aαβ ταi ταk1 τβj τβp1

∂ 2 uj
∂xk1 ∂xp1

(ηα )2
ταi ταk1 ταk2 τβj τβp1 τβp2
4

∂ 4 uj
∂xk1 ∂xk2 ∂xp1 ∂xp2

−

(10)

∂ 2 ui
∂t2
We are now in position to continue the comparative
analysis of the models, in the context of the present
=ρ
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Table 2
Reconstructed values for micro level physical properties including density ρ, micro
elastic constants A11 and A44 , and the internodal distance η of tissue from the
theoretical framework of Nanomechanics

ρ (g/cm3 )
A11 (Gpa)
A44 (Gpa)
η (mm)

Malignant
Mean (n = 3)
SD
0.8315
0.0233
2.1637
0.0571
0.0523
0.0192
0.0065
0.0011

Normal
Mean (n = 3)
0.8147
1.7836
0.2202
0.0026

SD
0.0589
0.0626
0.0327
0.0008

T Test
P values
0.6813
0.0015
0.0035
0.0091

Fig. 4. Experimentally measured reflection spectra from normal breast tissue and malignant breast tissue (invasive ductal carcinoma). N1, N2
and N3 are the reflection spectra from three normal tissue sections; T1, T2 and T3 are those from three malignant tissue sections. All the tissue
sections were obtained from one patient. The frequency range of the ultrasound waves for the measurements were set to 5 to 14 MHz.

experiments: The reconstruction shown in Tables 1
and 2 gives the mean values and the standard deviation of several physical properties of a few tissue sections (n = 3). In continuum mechanics, the properties are limited, by necessity, to Young’s modulus E,
the shear modulus µ, and the attenuation coefficients.
No information about tissue scaling and architecture
may be provided through this continuum model. In the
nanomechanical reconstruction, the node-level elastic
constants A11 and A44 and their attenuation counterparts were reconstructed along with the parameters of
the micro architecture: the internodal distance η. The
orientation of the nodes (the τ ’s) were defined as in [21]
to maintain a three dimensional isotropic arrangement
at the macro level, but could potentially left open as
parameters to be reconstructed, if so desired.
The reconstructed elasticity values from the continuum model were in general agreement with the literature [12]. However, it was found that the continuum

properties of malignant and normal tissues did not differ in a statistically significant fashion (P > 0.05). Interestingly, when the same set of experimental measurements was analyzed through the nanomechanical
model, the reconstruction yielded parameters that differed in a statistically different manner (P < 0.05)
between adjacent normal and diseased tissue from the
same person. Significant parameters included both
node-level elastic constants A 11 and A44 , as well as the
effective internodal distance η.
Studies on larger sample sizes will obviously be required, to validate the encouraging indication found
in this preliminary study. The creation of a database,
which includes different breast malignancies is currently being pursued.
Venturing into the domain of speculations into the future, it may be expected that the nanomechanical analysis approach might be employed in-vivo, for screening or diagnostic purposes. This would require the ap-
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plication of multiple transducers, to obtain the reflection and transmission signals at different locations of
an organ. The spatial map of the reconstructed values
of certain parameters could be plotted as images. The
quantitative information of the parameters at any interested region could be made available simultaneously.
Obvious impediments to this potential approach will
be concerns about depth-of-penetration of the mechanical signal, tissue damage at the frequencies that allow for deeper penetration, and inhomogeneity-driven
effects such as dispersion and attenuation phenomena.
These concerns are no longer relevant, if attention is restricted to surface probing only: Transducer arrays are
currently being developed within our group [22] that
will test the local nanomechanical response of surface
tissue, for both screening and diagnostic applications.
Another potential direction for future extension of
the proposed approach is the use of biologically targeted micro- or nano-particles as mechanical signal
amplifiers, or nanomechanical ‘smart contrast agents’.
The key notion is that the particles could be conjugated
to biologically targeting agents, with pronounced affinity for molecular biomarkers associated with pathologies of interest. The particles could be fabricated so
as so maximize the nanomechanical contrast with respect to normal adjacent tissue, for instance by judicious choice of material and geometry. By contrast
with current trend in microbubble-enhanced ultrasound
imaging, the contrast particles would be fabricated with
materials of much greater elastic properties that the biological surroundings. Approaches of this kind may be
envisioned for in-vitro applications, as contrast agents
for rapid, automated pathology slide readers, but also as
enhancers of the biomarker-targeted, quantitative ultrasound probing of skin and internal surfaces, accessible
via minimally invasive scopes, and catheters.
Further into the future, it might be investigated
whether ultrasound-based systems may be employed as
a single-platform technology, that is, a method for performing diagnostics, and administering therapy from
the same device or system. Certainly, biomarkertargeting drug-delivery micro- and nano-particles are
already under study [23,24]. Also, methods for inducing the rupture of biological and synthetic materials have been available for quite some time, and
are routinely employed in clinical settings [25,26].
If biomarker-targeted, microparticle-enhanced ultrasound diagnostics and screening are to become a clinical reality, the next step could be the integration of
the ultrasound-activated release of therapeutic payload
from the particles – thus establishing a complete singleplatform oncological technology.

5. Conclusion
Thin sections of invasive ductal carcinoma and normal tissue were obtained from a small number of
human breast tissue biopsies. The sections were
tested employing a quantitative, ultrasound-based, nondestructive protocol. The reflection coefficients of sections were obtained, as functions of a broad window
of frequencies in the clinical ultrasound range. The
spectral responses of the normal and malignant sections were found to be remarkably different. In order
to obtain quantitative information on the physical variables, which underlie the spectral differences, the spectra were reconstructed employing both the methods of
continuum and nano-biomechanics. Continuum-level
elastic properties such as the Young’s modulus and the
shear modulus were found not to differ in a statistically
significant fashion, between the normal and malignant
tissue. The nanomechanical reconstructions, by contrast, yielded statistical significant differences in nodelevel elastic properties, and the internodal distance, and
therefore proposed these quantities as novel potential
markers of invasive ductal carcinoma. These results
appear to encourage further investigations on the application of nano-biomechanics to tissue characterization
and, possibly, the use of quantitative ultrasounds in the
diagnostics and screening of malignant disease.
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